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Revolutionary, Safe Products and
Exceptional Service
Dear Customer,

At Great Dane, we know that research is crucial to innovation. We are proud to
participate in research programs that are revolutionizing the trucking industry.
Through these research and development programs, we maintain and grow our
position as an industry leader in technology, innovation and quality. 

This issue of Evolving Trailer Technology highlights two of the research programs
Great Dane is currently participating in: truck platooning and the next Supertruck
challenge. Both programs are developing ideas that will be game-changers for
highway truck fuel efficiency and the future of trucking.   

This issue also focuses on some of the innovative trailer solutions that Great Dane
offers. You can read about how the right reefer door can save you money,
improve efficiency and enhance driver safety, and how the Freedom XP flatbed
allows you to carry more payload without sacrificing durability. 

Vendor partnerships are vital to the successful advancement of our products so this
issue highlights two great vendor products: the Webb Vortex Unlimited brake
drum, which provides better braking and lasts longer than a standard drum, and
the JOST AX150 Alumilight landing gear on the Freedom XP flatbed.   

A strong aftermarket program is important for many reasons. Great Dane’s
AdvantEDGE National Aftermarket Parts & Services Program can extend the life of
your equipment. Read how one company is using the AdvantEDGE program for
quality service and repairs, and as a tool for forming new business relationships. 

Great Dane is committed to delivering revolutionary, safe products and exception-
al service that help our customers and employees succeed. I hope you’ll enjoy
reading about the solutions we are creating to put research and innovation to
work in our products and keep you on the road. 

Regards,

Brandie M. Fuller
Vice President, Marketing
Great Dane 

September
16-18 International Foodservice Distributors
Association (IFDA) Truck Driving Championship,
Orlando, FL

24-25 West American Truck Show, 
Fresno, CA 

October
1-4 ATA Management Conference & Exhibition,
Las Vegas, NV

6-8 NTHECC Fall Convention, 
Charlotte, NC

12-14 National Trailer Dealers Association (NTDA),
Phoenix, AZ

17-19  IFDA Distribution Solutions Conference,
Tampa, FL

November
7-9 Women in Trucking Accelerate! 
Conference & Expo, 
Frisco, TX

14-16 CCJ Symposium Fall
Scottsdale, AZ

14-16 International Association of Ice 
Cream Distributors & Vendors (IAICDV) 
Annual Convention 
Orlando, FL

2016

facebook.com/greatdanetrailers

@_greatdane

linkedin.com/company/great-dane-trailers

youtube.com/GDTrailers

Connect 
with us:
www.greatdanetrailers.com 
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GREAT DANE SPOTLIGHT

Summer heat brings challenges for
companies that deliver food in a

reefer. Every time a reefer door opens
is another opportunity for warm air to
enter the trailer, which can threaten
food safety and put stress on the cool-
ing unit. That’s why it’s so important that
the reefer has safe and efficient doors
to keep the cold air in when closed.

Great Dane reefer doors provide
durable air-tight seals that can save you
money in the long run. Whether you
are choosing a rear door, side door or
inside bulkhead door, Great Dane can
help you choose the right one for 
your needs. 

Rear doors take a beating
Loading and unloading cargo can
 damage a reefer door, so it better be
durable. And when it is closed, it must
have an efficient seal. Great Dane
offers tough all-aluminum swing doors
that are sealed to eliminate moisture
intrusion and feature internal lateral
braces for added strength, improving
durability and maintaining a flat,
smooth exterior. The all-aluminum swing
doors have a unique gasket design with
a triple seal to lock in cold air. The door
opening has an integral PVC thermal
barrier, which prevents the innermost
gasket from freezing to the rear frame
and reduces heat transfer. 

Seal in
the Cold
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The right reefer
door can save
you money

Tri-fold rear doors improve  efficiency 
Tri-fold rear doors are another option that minimizes cold air loss and
improves driver safety. These rear doors are constructed like bi-fold
doors, but instead of two equal-width doors, there are three doors.
Food service  companies often choose tri-fold doors so that they can
hand  deliver products through the center door and down a rear center
 pullout ramp or lift gate. The other two doors remain closed during the
entire delivery event, and limit warm air entering the reefer. 
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Side Doors improve safety
Curbside loading and unloading can be a safer
 alternative to using a rear door. Great Dane’s unique side
door design is available in multiple heights, widths, and
locations to provide quick and easy access to cargo. 
A unique blade lock design applies pressure evenly
around the door for a complete perimeter compression
seal of the door to help hold compartment temperatures.
The low-profile design of this lock eliminates protruding
hinges and lock rods, protecting the side doors from
 damage. For more than 35 years, Great Dane customers
have chosen this proven door lock for its reliability. The
low profile blade lock and hinges, which can be
 configured to meet customer needs, are also more
 aerodynamic than standard hinges.

Bulkheads
If your loads require more than one temperature zone,
consider movable bulkheads, which allow multi-temp
 compartmentalization. They can be positioned quickly to
facilitate various loads and backhauls. A flat, smooth
 lining on the sides and ceiling provides excellent surface
for divider bulkhead sealing. Adding an access door in
the bulkhead makes it easy to access adjacent
 compartments with different temperatures.

Flat Floors 
For palletized loads, flat floors have several benefits over
other floor types. Flat floors allow for better temperature
control as moveable bulkheads have a tight-fitting seal
across the flat floor surface. Also, delivery of products in
and out of trailers with small-wheeled, hand-pushed carts
is easier to operate than on ducted floors. Flat floors are
not as prone to collect debris or snag pallets.

Strong and durable, Great Dane’s flat floors have an
increased rating from 16K to 18K. Composite sills support
the floor continuously for maximum support and are
anchored by sill screws that employ an organic multi-layer
coating system that resists corrosion. An impact-resistant
thermoplastic sub-pan completes the floor design creating
an extremely durable floor.

FSMA Update
Focus on food safety in transit
The Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA)
 outlines preventive control guidelines for food
storage and transportation. In a nutshell, the
major impacts for carriers are in the Sanitary
Transportation of Food (STF) rules. FSMA requires
that perishable foods are transported at correct
temperatures and that those temperatures are
recorded and can be verified. According to STF,
a written agreement/contract must be signed
between the shipper and the carrier or assigned
third party who will have to assume the following
responsibilities:

• Liability
• Temperature control
• Training
• Record retention
• Sanitary condition
• Written procedures
• Pre-cool requirements

Equipment Specs
FSMA requires that carriers supply vehicle and
transportation equipment that meets requirements
specified by the shipper in accordance with 
the mandate. 

These issues are important to Great Dane. We
have developed the ThermoGuard advanced
 lining to resist moisture and loss of efficiency due
to foam outgassing. We have eliminated wood
from refrigerated trailers, because wood acts as
a wick and absorbs moisture. We use lightweight
adhesives to reduce the need for heavier  fasteners.

Great Dane engineers are also working on
 several technologies to help carriers comply with
STF rules. These include:

• Reefer linings to reduce risk of bacteri-
al contamination

• Integrated wireless data management
and telematics 

• Increased thermal efficiency
• Corrosion resistant materials 
• Weight reduction 
• Improved watertight integrity
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CASE STUDY

Richard Durst, owner of Arctic Express, owns a
fleet of Great Dane Everest TL trailers because

he likes the service and convenience. 

Arctic Express, founded in 1981, has headquarters in
Hilliard, Ohio, and serves the Lower 48 states. The
 carrier’s major customers include such respected
 companies as Dole Fresh Vegetables, Smithfield
Packing and Hormel. 

Proven Quality
“We have purchased nothing but Great Dane trailers
for the last 26 years,” Durst said. “The quality of the
product is best in class. They have proven to be reli-
able and durable, and are accompanied by great
product support.” 

Arctic Express 
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Everest TL helps ensure
temperature sensitive
loads are kept safe 
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Company Profile
Arctic Express 
Headquarters: Hilliard, Ohio

Founded: 1981

Routes: Lower 48 States

Great Dane Equipment: Everest TL Reefers

Protecting Cargo over the Road
Arctic Express is committed to  delivering its customers’
products safely. The Great Dane trailers the company
uses are equipped with air ride suspension that "dramat-
ically reduce the potential for cargo  damage by provid-
ing a smoother ride and tends to balance and equalize
the trailer load,” Durst said. 

Consistent Cooling 
Maintaining interior temperatures as low as -20ºF is crit-
ical to protect customers’ cargo. Arctic Express spec’s its
trailers with Great Dane’s ThermoGuard lining for
greater  thermal efficiency, which helps  cooling units last

longer. This lining helps maintain insulation
 performance as the trailer ages, allowing Arctic Express
to extend the useful life of its trailers and increasing its
return on investment with a higher resale value than
 trailers with traditional liners. 

Added Technology
All of the fleet’s new trailers are equipped with telemat-
ics  technology, Durst said. “This gives Arctic Express
even greater  precision in monitoring and  maintaining
specific temperatures to ensure that all of the products
we haul are kept at the exact  temperature prescribed
by the shipper.”

Dedicated to Safety
Arctic Express is  dedicated to the
safety of its drivers and the people
they share the road with every day.

The company has a Safety
Department and participates in
 several highway safety programs,
including Highway Watch, The Ohio
Trucking Safety Council & The
American Trucking Association. 

At Great Dane, we believe that safety
is the key to our  success and the
 success of our  customers. We
 champion the needs of our  customers
by  ensuring the safe and efficient
 delivery of goods.

Great Dane’s 4-in-1 Back Up Alarm
System increases safety for drivers
and pedestrians. The system fea-
tures Grote’s new integrated lamp
that combines all stop/tail/turn and
back-up functions into one industry-
standard size lamp. The innovative
4-in-1 Back Up Alarm only works
when the wheels turn backward,
does not come on when the trailer
moves forward, and is completely
independent of the ABS system on
the brakes. It is interconnected with

a sealed Grote UBS
wire harness. It
 provides high-level
electrical protection
for reverse voltage,
over voltage, electri-
cal transients and
over-heating. The unit is
assembled into a theft
 resistant stainless steel mounting
flange and does not require
 additional mounting holes to be cut
or additional brackets.

Innovative 4-in-1 Back-Up Alarm System
Focuses on Safety
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INSIDE TRACK

The trucking industry has used
 platooning, or drafting, for years

and is now adding semi-autonomous
driving technology to create level 2
truck platooning. It’s likely to be a
game changer for highway truck 
fuel efficiency.

The Texas A&M Transportation
Institute (TTI) has begun phase one of
a  project to test level 2 truck
 platooning and create a concept of
operations and design. Great Dane is
a part of the research and develop-
ment, which seeks to demonstrate the
safety  benefits, fuel savings and
 emission reductions achieved by
extending vehicle automation to
freight truck platoons.

Cooperative Adaptive Cruise 
Level 2 truck platooning is an
 extension of cooperative adaptive
cruise control that uses automated

 lateral and longitudinal vehicle
 control, while maintaining a tight
 formation of  vehicles with short
 following  distances. A platoon is led
by a  manually driven truck. The
 drivers of the following truck(s) can
disengage from driving tasks and
monitor the  system performance. 

Research suggests that platooning
technology can provide a 5 to 20
 percent fuel savings, depending on
the gap, speed, number of vehicles
and location of a vehicle within a
 platoon. Platooning also offers other
benefits, such as emission reductions,
additional vehicle safety features and
increased highway throughput.

Great Dane Participation 
Great Dane has donated two 48- foot
trailers that will be used in the test
demonstration and is also providing
technical assistance within the

research team. Great Dane engineers
participated in equipment and
 calibration tests and a successful
 public demonstration held early this
summer in Texas.

Ultimately this concept can become
reality when states, the Federal
Highway Administration and the U.S.
Department of Transportation
 designate platooning lanes (similar to
high occupancy vehicle [HOV]
 commuter lanes in many states) 
where properly outfitted trucks can
join to platoon. 

Of course, safety is a major concern
for Great Dane and other project
 participants. As a transportation
 solutions leader, Great Dane
 champions the needs of our customers
by empowering the safe and efficient
delivery of goods, which some day
could include truck platooning with
semi-autonomous driving technology.
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The 
Next Level 
of Truck
Platooning
Semi-autonomous Truck-trailer Platooning Research Continues
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INSIDE TRACK
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SuperTruck 2
Testing innovations to increase fuel economy

The U.S. Department of Energy’s
(DOE) program to develop ways

to increase fuel economy for truck-
trailer combinations is  continuing
with SuperTruck 2. As with
SuperTruck 1, Great Dane is on the
team and testing innovations.

In January 2010, the DOE
announced nine projects, totaling
more than $187 million, to improve
vehicle fuel efficiency, including for
Class 8 heavy-duty trucks and   truck-
trailer combinations. The SuperTruck 1
(SP1) and SuperTruck 2 (SP2)
 programs focus on research and
development to increase fuel
 economy as outlined by the DOE,
specifically to increase the freight ton
efficiency measured in ton-miles/gallon.

The goals are measured against a
2009 baseline truck-trailer fuel
 economy. While SP1 is complete
and SP2 is just beginning, both
 programs provide data and identify
technology to help OEMs comply
with federal Green House Gas
(GHG 2) regulations scheduled to go
into effect fully in 2027.

For SP1, truck manufacturers focused
more on engines and truck fuel
 efficiency. Great Dane's participation
included producing a lightweight
component trailer.  

For SP2, Great Dane will partner
with Cummins-Peterbilt, Eaton,
Bridgestone, Meritor and fleet
 customer Walmart. This next
 program includes more  suppliers,
and requires the truck-trailer units to
operate as a system to achieve

greater savings through aerodynam-
ics and weight reduction. 

The SP2 team submitted its
 application to the DOE in May, and
contract awards are anticipated in
September 2016. The project has a
60-month timeline. Great Dane will
work to deliver a 53-foot Walmart
fleet dry van trailer that weighs
3,500 pounds less than the trailer
used in SP1. The target trailer weight
is 11,950 pounds, including all
aerodynamic devices.

The trailer will likely include the latest
aerodynamic add-on devices, such
as “active aero devices” that adjust
to ideal position based on vehicle
speed and wind. It may also have a
front wall geometry developed in
concert with Peterbilt to close the
gap between truck and trailer. 
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JRC Transportation takes pride in customer satisfaction
For more than 30 years, JRC Transportation has been
committed to providing superior service while building
long-standing relationships. JRC Transportation is an
owner-operator transportation company servicing just
about every industry with over 50 offices nationwide.
With service lanes running within all 48 contiguous
states as well as Alaska and Canada, JRC
Transportation hauls a wide range of products, includ-
ing fabricated steel, machinery, tubing, construction
equipment and components for the energy industry. 

Flatbed Trailers of Choice
JRC Transportation runs 24 Great Dane flatbed trailers
and is taking delivery of 30 more. “We are pursuing
the purchase of more Great Dane trailers and plan to
update our fleet of 400 trailers proactively,“ said Tim
Bedard, director of transportation. “We chose the Great
Dane Freedom LT combos because they are well-built,
quality driven trailers.” JRC Transportation works with its
local Great Dane dealer’s sales team, who Bedard says
“pays attention to our detailed needs. They are always
there to provide an answer if issues arise.”  

JRC Transportation
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Delivering Quality On Time 
with Freedom LTs

CASE STUDY
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Special Specs
JRC Transportation has some special spec’ing needs,
which include toolboxes, mesh dunnage racks and
4S/2M ABS systems for optimal  safety. “We haul
everything from windmills to highly critical medical
equipment. Our trailers need to be efficient and 
durable for today’s demanding markets and road-
ways,” Bedard said.

What sets JRC Transportation apart from the
 competition? Bedard said it’s their attention to detail. 
“In our business, the smallest hiccup can create major
issues for our customers. Much like Great Dane, we
pride ourselves on delivering quality, on time.  That's
the name of the game,” he said.

Great Dane  11

“We chose the Great Dane Freedom LT
combos because they are well-built,
quality driven trailers.” 

- Tim Bedard, Director of Transportation

Company Profile
JRC Transportation Headquarters:
Thomaston, CT

Business: Flatbed Trucking Services

Founded: 1984

Routes: Lower 48 states, Alaska and Canada

Great Dane Equipment: Freedom LT Combos
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INSIDE TRACK

W
eight-conscious fleets will find
that FXP flatbed trailers allow for

heavier loads without sacrificing
 durability. With a base weight of
8,200 pounds, the FXP is one of the
industry’s lightest all-aluminum
flatbeds. The standard FXP is rated for
concentrated loads up to 52,000
pounds in four linear feet.  Evenly
 distributed load rating is 120,000
pounds. An available heavy-duty
option boosts the concentrated load
rating to 60,000 pounds.

Beam Updates
The FXP beams have been designed
for increased strength via a more
 efficient beam profile. The beams
have stainless steel rivets through most
of the length, which are more rust
resistant. The suspension area has
been redesigned, resulting in lighter
weight. As an added benefit, this
 profile also allows for more swing
clearance ahead of the support gear.

Versatile, Reliable and Durable
The FXP flatbed is designed for
strength and durability while maximiz-
ing payload and versatility. It includes
a standard Jost all-aluminum landing
gear. In addition, there is now a
streamlined wiring harness, and new
and improved front and rear corner
cosmetics that have welded corners
rather than bolted connections. For
versatility, reliability and durability for
years to come, choose the 
Great Dane FXP.

Freedom XP Gets Better
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Carry more payload with the lighter all-aluminum FXP
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VENDOR VIEWS

WEBB

This landing gear is an aluminum hybrid series with an  
all-aluminum extruded upper leg and a high-strength low-alloy

lower leg to provide strength and weight savings. It is built for a
 maximum static load rating of 160,000 lbs. and a rated lift
capacity of 55,000 lbs. The AX150 comes with a 3∕8˝ x 2˝
reinforcing strap that allows for superior strength and a side
load capacity of 29,000 pounds per set.  

To help keep out moisture, the landing gear is equipped
with a steel cover sealed with silicone. This series is
 available for outside and inside mounting and allows for
interchangeability with standard JOST gear trains. 

The AX150 comes with a 10-year 
low-maintenance warranty. 

Webb Vortex Unlimited Drum Stays Cooler, Last Longer

Great Dane  13

Brakes work better and last longer at cooler temperatures.
That’s why Webb engineers focus on the improving heat

transfer efficiency and maintaining longer brake life. Their
efforts produced the Webb Vortex® Unlimited, and now Great
Dane has chosen the premium Webb Vortex Unlimited as its
standard Webb brake drum for 2016. This innovative
American-made brake drum runs up to 10 percent cooler, pro-
vides better braking performance, and allows up to 25 per-
cent longer life than a typical standard drum.

The Webb Vortex Unlimited brake drum employs Webb’s
patented external cooling rib design that conducts heat away
from the brake surface for superior heat dissipation, contribut-
ing to lower operating temperatures.  Webb Vortex Unlimited
drums can also last up to 25 percent longer because they
have more wearable material on the brake surface.  Plus, with

Great Dane customer specification, the new patented Wear
Indicator can be included to take the guesswork out of wear
measurements. This can reduce maintenance costs and
increase up-time for the customer. 

Webb Wheel and Great Dane are proud to
partner together to offer our customers the
premium Webb Vortex Unlimited drum
as Great Dane’s standard 
Webb braking solution.

Jost AX150 Supports FreedomXP Loads
Great Dane’s all-aluminum FXP flatbed now comes standard
with Jost’s AX150 Alumilight series landing gear.
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Mission Possible

Six fleet customers who partici-
pated in a Fleet Forum during

Great Dane’s Aftermarket Parts and
Service Conference (APSC) in May
emphasized the importance of
good customer service and
 communication during the trailer
repair process. 

The customers included PAM
Transport, Dean Foods, Marten
Transport, Stevens Transport, Erb
Group and Stage Call. 

More than 400 people attended
the Fleet Forum, including Great
Dane  leaders, aftermarket
 managers, full-service dealers,
independent dealers and suppliers.
The panel participants and
 audience discussed customer
 service, technology, networking,
outsourcing and procurement.

The APSC was Great Dane’s
largest event ever and was hailed
as a resounding success by many
participants. 

Here’s what the Fleet Forum panel
 participants had to say:

Customer Service
The panel participants focused on
clear communication and quick
repair service as the hallmarks of
good customer  service. They said
clear communication about the
repair work, repair turnaround
time, and an accurate estimate of
cost to get the trailer back on the
road were examples of what they
looked for in a good aftermarket
partner. Reducing downtime was
discussed at length. Downtime is
money lost; the faster the trailer

gets back on the road the better.
Fleets want the service shop to be
the eyes and ears of the fleet man-
ager and help the manager know
what’s  happening to the trailer.

Technology
Telematics are becoming a com-
monly requested spec. Information
such as  trailer utilization and
 maintenance  information is valu-
able and can help business man-
agers make decisions that impact
the bottom line. 

Network
Fleets say, “Yes, networks all the
way.” Being a part of a network
allows a fleet to have a wider
range of coverage. AdvantEDGE,
Great Dane’s national aftermarket
parts and service network, gives
fleets coverage nationwide to
more than 115 locations. The
 program also streamlines the
 function of parts and service
 centers, including ordering,
 pricing and invoicing. 

Outsourcing
A lot of large fleets handle regular
 maintenance and inspections
 internally, but when major prob-
lems arise, such as structural
 damage, they look for partners to
outsource.  Time, quality and cost
are the top reasons these fleet
 customers outsource beyond the
day-to-day upkeep. 

Procurement
They said they prefer to choose
shops with parts availability, OEM
parts and best pricing.
AdvantEDGE meets those needs.  

The Take-away
Great Dane customers really value
 customer service and effective
 communication. In addition, they
want OEM parts and service that
help them reduce downtime to
 minimize lost  revenue — and they
want all of this in a network of
providers who support and protect
their interests.

Fleet Forum at APSC Gives Customers a Voice

AFTERMARKET SPOTLIGHT
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FLEET FORUM
Panel Members

James Bennett
Outsource

Maintenance
Manager, PAM

Transport

Marvin Psalmond
Senior Director of

Maintenance 
for Dallas-based

Dean Foods

Darren Hollenbeck
Road Service Auditor
for Marten Transport

Jim Alley
Stevens Transport

Jim Pinder
Corporate Fleet

Director, Erb
Group of

Companies 

Kim Almquist
Fleet Manager

Stage Call
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For FREE enrollment, scan the QR code,
call (877) 600-3433 or visit
greatdanetrailers.com/AdvantEDGE

PAM Transport, Inc. is an irregular route common
and contract carrier that provides service

throughout most of the United States and the provinces of
Ontario and Quebec, Canada. The carrier specializes in just-
in-time service to the automotive, manufacturing and retail
industries. Established in April 1980, the company has
being serving its customers in a timely, cost-effective and
reliable manner for over 35 years. To maintain that reliabili-
ty, the company depends on Great Dane’s National
Aftermarket Parts and Service Program, AdvantEDGE. 

Building Better Relationships
According to James Bennett, outsource maintenance man-
ager, “Being a part of AdvantEDGE has enabled us to build
better, long-lasting relationships with Great Dane and serv-
ice centers under the AdvantEDGE umbrella. Looking at the
entire scope of operations, it all comes down to cost, com-

munication and great service. Having negotiated parts pric-
ing and labor rates across the board helps to reduce timely
conversations that lead to extended downtime. We want
the satisfaction of knowing that when we receive an esti-
mate, there is little to negotiate. If we experience any prob-
lems, Great Dane support staff is quick to respond with a
desired solution.”

Added Flexibility
In addition to billing and communication, “AdvantEDGE
gives us flexibility within our shipping lanes to have superi-
or service wherever the freight takes us,” said Bennett.
“When trailer repairs are needed, Great Dane and their affil-
iates are our first choice. Lower cost, great communication
and reduced downtime are the key factors why PAM
Transport is a part of AdvantEDGE.”

AdvantEDGE for Consistent,
Quality Transportation

PAM Transport motto: Our Service Makes the Difference

Company Profile
Headquarters: Located 
Tontitown, Arkansas

Business: Transportation 
Service Company

Founded: 1980

Routes: United States, Mexico 
and Canada

Great Dane Equipment:
Champion Dry Vans

Photo courtesy of © PAM Transport, Inc.
Daryl Chappell, Photographer
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GREAT DANE AND THE OVAL ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF GREAT DANE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

LET’S GET YOU WHERE
YOUNEED TO GO

Great Dane’s industry-leading AdvantEDGE aftermarket program is
now even stronger thanks to expanded emergency road service through
Love’s Travel Stops. With an additional 425 trucks and 230 locations at
your service, we can get you back on the road in no time. Let’s go.

Learn how we partner with you
beyond the purchase at
GreatDaneTrailers.com/advantEDGE

Supported by
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